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The Decree of Cyrus

1

ڮͲΞД̭яĂයࠍࢊᑔយᖢҿ
ѻ˽٘ᄱྕĂವ፫છڮͲΞД͔Ă
ָˬӗАᄱĂ

2

ڮͲΞДсѨᄱĂය͆ˮ !য়Ă
̎͆ˬ༰ඛԦĄ˪ឣײԦгൗ́
ྭᇨҼĂࠍޘృ໑хă
гүࣆ̙ภ˱Ү̃ϓĂΝͼˮൗ́
ྭᇨҼĂгྭᇨҼࢥޘයͼґД!
য়໑ĄĝΩѢߎ! য়Ğᙷ! য়ᄂహ˟
Сгă
˱౹ˬ˟ĂኡئҢఌĂ֣вࢊ˟
ϠܚᅘࠖێসᑑӃĄΨβ˴ࢊࠍྭ
ᇨҼ! য়໑ĂϞ͔ᚤˮᖂێă

1:1 In the first year of King Cyrus of Persia, in
order to fulfill the LORD’s message spoken through
Jeremiah, the LORD stirred the mind of King Cyrus
of Persia. He disseminated a proclamation throughout all his kingdom, announcing in a written edict
the following:
1:2 “So says King Cyrus of Persia:
“‘The LORD God of heaven has given me all the
kingdoms of the earth. He has instructed me to build
a temple for him in Jerusalem, which is in Judah. 1:3
Anyone from his people among you (may his God
be with him!) may go up to Jerusalem, which is in
Judah, and may build the temple of the LORD God of
Israel—he is the God who is in Jerusalem. 1:4 Let
anyone who survives in any of those places where
he is a resident foreigner be helped by his neighbors
with silver, gold, equipment, and animals, along
with voluntary offerings for the temple of God
which is in Jerusalem.’”

3

4

ఛፂѹؕ౮ᕨЯྭᇨҼ!

The Exiles Prepare for Returning to Jerusalem

5

1:5 Then the leaders of Judah and Benjamin,
along with the priests and the Levites—all those
whose mind God had stirred—got ready to go up in
order to build the temple of the LORD in Jerusalem.
1:6 All their neighbors assisted them with silver
utensils, gold, equipment, animals, and expensive
gifts, not to mention all the voluntary offerings.
1:7 Then King Cyrus brought out the vessels of
the LORD’s temple which Nebuchadnezzar had
brought from Jerusalem and had displayed in the
temple of his gods. 1:8 King Cyrus of Persia entrusted them to Mithredath the treasurer, who
counted them out to Sheshbazzar the leader of the
Judahite exiles.
1:9 The inventory of these items was as follows:

6

7

8

9

ߎٹൗ́ܭอᇔୈܛĂைΥҿώ˟Ă
ವߎ˗̶ఛ! য়፫છ͔˟Ăోּࢊ
ˮྭᇨҼΜޘృය໑ă
ࣆΰಚ˟ವॊᅘጠẴܚĂێĂࠖ
সĂࠠᚖᑑӃࣆĄĥࣦ͚Үાࣆ
͗ĦΨβᔗѢϞ͔ᚤᖂێă
ΞДͲ˴ය໑ጠϩॊΌּĄహጠ
ϩߎιҵϤιᇨଁྭᇨҼଞּĂٷгҊ
̍য়̜ᇀ̙ă
ڮͲΞДࠀरؠѻ೨ҿ྾Ăహጠϩॊ
ΌּĂᇳϸඛൗ́ࢴᅲధ͏ᖟă
ጠϩᇳϪੂгˬࢫĄܚሸ˫˨࣍Ăᅘሸ
˗˻࣍Ăˤ˞˨˜ԮĂ

10

ܚ༥˫˨࣍Ăᅘ༥̜ѧΰѹ˗˨࣍Ăҽ
ᇸጠϩ˗˻ЅĄ

11

ܚᅘጠϩĂБѢ̢˻ΰѹЅĄఛፂଁ˟
͏ͦࣕˮྭᇨҼॠ࣎Ăధ͏ᖟహ˗
̶ో૱ˮּă

30 gold basins,
1,000 silver basins,
29 silver utensils,
1:10 30 gold bowls,
410 other silver bowls,
and 1,000 other vessels.

1:11 All these gold and silver vessels totaled
5,400. Sheshbazzar brought them all along when the
captives were brought up from Babylon to Jerusalem.
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˞ౡ!
Яᕨѹؕ!

The Names of the Returning Exiles

1

2:1 These are the people of the province who
were going up, from the captives of the exile whom
King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon had forced into exile in Babylon. They returned to Jerusalem and Judah,
each to his own city. 2:2 They came with Zerubbabel, Jeshua, Nehemiah, Seraiah, Reelaiah, Mordecai,
Bilshan, Mispar, Bigvai, Rehum, and Baanah.
The number of Israelites was as follows:
2:3 the descendants of Parosh: 2,172;

2

3

͏ͦࣕͲιҵϤιᇨĂଁ݇ፂ̜ࣕͦ͏ו
ൗ́࠶˟Ăநгࣆ̃खଁఛፂ̜ו
вĂЯྭᇨҼൗ́ĂЦᕨύݰă
ࣆߎСල٘ᘱ͏ҰĂ२ֱĂιԒѻĂ
җ  อ Ăҿ ּ อ Ă Ϗ  عԻ Ă τ ࠝ Ă ѻ 
٤ĂͦࢬϝϾĂҿԇĂ͏ॊĂЯּă

4

ͼґД˟ϓᇳϪੂгˬࢫĄ͏ᐁ̃
खĂ˞˻˗ѹ˚˨˞ШĄ
Ϯڰ೨อ̃खĂ˫ѹ˚˨˞ШĄ

5

ֱٚ̃खĂ˚ѹ˚˨̢ШĄ

6
7

͏ݢᇜ٩ྀޡĂವߎ२ֱࡖ٩̃
खĂ˞˻ˢѹ˗˨˞ШĄ
ͼ᚛̃खĂ˗˻˞ѹ̢˨ΰШĄ

8

ᖟ˾̃खĂ˜ѹΰ˨̢ШĄ

9

ᖟԻ̃खĂ˚ѹ̰˨ШĄ

10

͏ι̃खĂ̰ѹΰ˨˞ШĄ

11

ͦ̃खĂ̰ѹ˞˨˫ШĄ

12

٩Ϥ̃खĂ˗˻˞ѹ˞˨˞ШĄ

13

ֱйι̑̃खĂ̰ѹ̰˨̰ШĄ

14

ͦࢬϝϾ̃खĂ˞˻̢˨̰ШĄ

15

ֱ˙̃खĂΰѹ̢˨ΰШĄ

16

ֱྀޡĂವߎԒҗच̃खĂ˜˨ˢ
ШĄ
17 ͦᔇ̃खĂ˫ѹ˞˨˫ШĄ
18

ࡖٚ̃खĂ˗ѹ˗˨˞ШĄ

19

̃ีݢखĂ˞ѹ˞˨˫ШĄ

20

Пቩ˟Ă˜˨̢ШĄ

21

Ұҿޭ˟Ă˗ѹ˞˨˫ШĄ

22

ι˟ڰܞĂ̢˨̰ШĄ

23

ֱॊࡍ˟Ă˗ѹ˞˨ˢШĄ

24

ֱႲσ˟Ăΰ˨˞ШĄ

25

ૃД൝˟Ăૃܦٚ˟Ăͦᐁ˟ĂБ˚ѹ
ΰ˨˫ШĄ
26 ٚႲ˟Ă͏˟ĂБ̰ѹ˞˨˗ШĄ
27

ᐴႲ˟Ă˗ѹ˞˨˞ШĄ

28

Ұҿ˟ĂҒ˟ĂБ˞ѹ˞˨˫ШĄ

29

ι˟ڮĂ̢˨˞ШĄ

30

Ϗτ˟Ă˗ѹ̢˨̰ШĄ

31

ҽ̃᚛ͼखĂ˗˻˞ѹ̢˨ΰШĄ

32

ݢ൝̃खĂ˫ѹ˞˨ШĄ

33

ᘱᇆ˟Ăݢ˟Ăܟॖ˟ĂБ˚ѹ˞˨̢
ШĄ
34 ҿ࣮˟Ă˫ѹΰ˨̢ШĄ

2:4 the descendants of Shephatiah: 372;
2:5 the descendants of Arah: 775;
2:6 the descendants of Pahath-Moab (from the
line of Jeshua and Joab): 2,812;
2:7 the descendants of Elam: 1,254;
2:8 the descendants of Zattu: 945;
2:9 the descendants of Zaccai: 760;
2:10 the descendants of Bani: 642;
2:11 the descendants of Bebai: 623;
2:12 the descendants of Azgad: 1,222;
2:13 the descendants of Adonikam: 666;
2:14 the descendants of Bigvai: 2,056;
2:15 the descendants of Adin: 454;
2:16 the descendants of Ater (through Hezekiah):
98;
2:17 the descendants of Bezai: 323;
2:18 the descendants of Jorah: 112;
2:19 the descendants of Hashum: 223;
2:20 the descendants of Gibbar: 95.
2:21 The men of Bethlehem: 123;
2:22 the men of Netophah: 56;
2:23 the men of Anathoth: 128;
2:24 the men of the family of Azmaveth: 42;
2:25 the men of Kiriath Jearim, Kephirah and
Beeroth: 743;
2:26 the men of Ramah and Geba: 621;
2:27 the men of Micmash: 122;
2:28 the men of Bethel and Ai: 223;
2:29 the descendants of Nebo: 52;
2:30 the descendants of Magbish: 156;
2:31 the descendants of the other Elam: 1,254;
2:32 the descendants of Harim: 320;
2:33 the men of Lod, Hadid, and Ono: 725;
2:34 the men of Jericho: 345;

ͼٚੂ
35

җॊ˟Ă˫˻̰ѹ˫˨Шă

36

ைΥĂ२ֱच́อ̃खĂ˜ѹ˚˨
˫ШĄ
37 ࢯ౩̃खĂ˗˻̢˨˞ШĄ
38

͏߈͖̃खĂ˗˻˞ѹΰ˨˚ШĄ

39

ݢ൝̃खĂ˗˻˗˨˚Шă

40

ҿώ˟ĂҢ྾ނอྀޡĂವߎ२ֱ
Ϥᒮ̃खĂ˚˨ΰШă
41 ႆબĂֱᖟ̃खĂ˗ѹ˞˨ˢШă
42

цܜĂՑᐶ̃खẴֱखĂ྾ࣆ
̃खĂֱ֏̃खẴ́عݢखĂ३
̃खĂБ˗ѹ˫˨˜Шă

43

ι೨ွĂĥವߎ໑ԜĦҗ̃ݢखĂݢᛁ
͏̃खĂඌ͏ܺ̃खĂ
44 ૃფ̃खĂҗֱ̃खĂ͏̃खĂ
45

ҿ͏ॊ̃खẴ͏ݢखĂֱ֏̃
खĂ
46 ݢϤ̃खĂᖟෳ̃खĂݢᙰ̃खĂ
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

П ᇆ  ̃ ख Ă  ̃  ݢख Ă ҿ ֱ อ ̃ 
खĂ
ҿ ѳ  ̃ ख Ăι ࣮ ́  ̃ ख Ă   ̃ 
खĂ
ধ ᇨ  ̃ ख Ă͏ җ ֱ  ̃ ख Ă ͦ ᔇ ̃ 
खĂ
٩ॊ̃खĂѻধွ̃खĂι͔̃
खĂ
͏ ˩  ̃ ख Ă ݢΞ ͏  ̃ ख Ă ̃  م ݢ
खĂ
͏߽̃ޟखĂѻԒ́̃खĂݢՑ̃
खĂ
͏ ߞ  ̃ ख Ăҗ җ ٚ  ̃ ख Ă ඌ Ⴒ ̃ 
खĂ
ιֱ̃खĂݢ೨̃ڰखă

55

٘ᘱܜဈ˟ྀޡĂವߎႱ͈̃खĂႱ
Д̃खĂͦྭ́̃खĂ
56 อٚ̃खĂ྾̃پखĂПᇆ̃खĂ
57

Ϯڰ೨อ̃खĂݢഅ̃खĂࠞแДݢ
͏ࢯ̃खĂֱѻ̃खĄ

58

ι೨ွ٘ᘱܜဈ˟ྀޡĂБ˫ѹ˜˨
˞Шă
59 ଁѻٚĂݢᖟĂૃფĂ٩ҬĂࢯ౩ˮ
ּĂ̘ਔ؞ࣆڀୈᙈտĂߎͼґ
Д˟̘ߎĄ
60

ࣆߎּอ̃खĂйͦอ̃खĂι
࣮́̃खĂБ̰ѹ̢˨˞Шă
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2:35 the descendants of Senaah: 3,630.
2:36 The priests: the descendants of Jedaiah
(through the family of Jeshua): 973;
2:37 the descendants of Immer: 1,052;
2:38 the descendants of Pashhur: 1,247;
2:39 the descendants of Harim: 1,017.
2:40 The Levites: the descendants of Jeshua and
Kadmiel (through the line of Hodaviah): 74.
2:41 The singers: the descendants of Asaph: 128.
2:42 The gatekeepers: the descendants of
Shallum, the descendants of Ater, the descendants of
Talmon, the descendants of Akkub, the descendants
of Hatita, and the descendants of Shobai: 139.
2:43 The temple servants: the descendants of
Ziha, the descendants of Hasupha, the descendants
of Tabbaoth, 2:44 the descendants of Keros, the descendants of Siaha, the descendants of Padon, 2:45
the descendants of Lebanah, the descendants of Hagabah, the descendants of Akkub, 2:46 the descendants of Hagab, the descendants of Shalmai, the descendants of Hanan, 2:47 the descendants of Giddel,
the descendants of Gahar, the descendants of
Reaiah, 2:48 the descendants of Rezin, the descendants of Nekoda, the descendants of Gazzam, 2:49
the descendants of Uzzah, the descendants of
Paseah, the descendants of Besai, 2:50 the descendants of Asnah, the descendants of Meunim, the descendants of Nephussim, 2:51 the descendants of
Bakbuk, the descendants of Hakupha, the descendants of Harhur, 2:52 the descendants of Bazluth, the
descendants of Mehida, the descendants of Harsha,
2:53 the descendants of Barkos, the descendants of
Sisera, the descendants of Temah, 2:54 the descendants of Neziah, and the descendants of Hatipha.

2:55 The descendants of the servants of Solomon: the descendants of Sotai, the descendants of
Hassophereth, the descendants of Peruda, 2:56 the
descendants of Jaala, the descendants of Darkon, the
descendants of Giddel, 2:57 the descendants of
Shephatiah, the descendants of Hattil, the descendants of Pokereth-Hazzebaim, and the descendants
of Ami.
2:58 All the temple servants and the descendants
of the servants of Solomon: 392.
2:59 These are the ones that came up from Tel
Melah, Tel Harsha, Kerub, Addon, and Immer (although they were unable to certify their family connection or their ancestry, as to whether they really
were from Israel):
2:60 the descendants of Delaiah, the descendants
of Tobiah, and the descendants of Nekoda: 652.

ͼٚੂ
61

ைΥ̙͏ݢอ̃खĂ࣮ݢ̃खĂ͏
җ̃खĂЮࠍࣆЏ˝ૃД˟
͏җࠍ̂،Ă٘ͼШΧ͏җĄ
62 హ ˫ च  ˟ Ăг ୈ ᙈ ̜ ̙  ߣ Ҋ ̍  ᙈ
տĂݑ̘ලĂЮѨვࠍ̘ሑĂֺ̘ࣝை
ΥᖙІĄ
63 ࠶ܛ၅ࣆᄱĂ̘ΝಘҋཏێĂ۠וѢ
Ϡধౖڀ˾ႶைΥᎷּă
64

຺ாБѢΰ༰˞˻˫ѹ̰˨Шă

65

ѨβĂᔗѢࣆဈĂ˚˻˫ѹ˫˨˚
ШĄ˪Ѣႆબն̂˞ѹШĄ
66 ࣆѢ˚ѹ˫˨̰̼Ăᜯ̃˞ѹΰ˨̢
̼Ă
67 ᐧዶΰѹ˫˨̢Ă៛̰˻˚ѹ˞˨̼ă
68

Ѣ ְ ୈ  ܛĂ ྭ  ˝ וᇨ Ҽ   ය ໑  в
͝Ă !ࠍܭয়໑Ϟ͔ᚤˮᖂێĂࢊࢥັ
ޘృă
69 ࣆฒ˦॔ˡ̌ൿर̃ܚĂ̰༰˗˻྾
ҿҸĄᅘ̃Ă̢˻ᑒॊĄ֬ைΥᖂ˗چ
ѹЅă
70  ߎ ٹை Υ ҿ ώ ˟ Ă ϓ ̙  ˟ ְ ˗ Ă ႆ બ
ĂцܜĂι೨ွĂ֬ͼґДா˟ĂЦ
ҜгҊ̍ݰ྅ă
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2:61 And from among the priests: the descendants of Hobaiah, the descendants of Hakkoz, and
the descendants of Barzillai (who had taken a wife
from the daughters of Barzillai the Gileadite and
was called by that name). 2:62 They searched for
their records in the genealogical materials, but did
not find them. They were therefore excluded from
the priesthood. 2:63 The governor instructed them
not to eat any of the sacred food until there was a
priest who could consult the Urim and Thummim.
2:64 The entire group numbered 42,360, 2:65 not
counting their male and female servants, who numbered 7,337. They also had 200 male and female
singers 2:66 and 736 horses, 245 mules, 2:67 435
camels, and 6,720 donkeys. 2:68 When they came to
the LORD’s temple in Jerusalem, some of the family
leaders offered voluntary offerings for the temple of
God in order to rebuild it on its site. 2:69 As they
were able, they gave to the treasury for this work
61,000 drachmas of gold, 5,000 minas of silver, and
100 priestly robes.

2:70 The priests, the Levites, some of the people,
the singers, the gate-keepers, and the temple servants lived in their towns, and all the rest of Israel
lived in their towns.

˫ౡ!
ࢥޘைጩ!

The Altar is Rebuilt

1

3:1 When the seventh month arrived and the Israelites were living in their towns, the people assembled in Jerusalem. 3:2 Then Jeshua the son of
Jozadak and his priestly colleagues and Zerubbabel
son of Shealtiel and his colleagues started to build
the altar of the God of Israel so they could offer
burnt offerings on it as required by the law of Moses
the man of God. 3:3 They established the altar on its
foundations, even though they were in terror of the
local peoples, and they offered burnt offerings on it
to the LORD, both the morning and the evening offerings. 3:4 They observed the Festival of Temporary Shelters as required and offered the proper
number of daily burnt offerings according to the requirement for each day. 3:5 Afterward they offered
the continual burnt offerings and those for the new
moons and those for all the holy assemblies of the
LORD and all those that were being voluntarily offered to the LORD. 3:6 From the first day of the seventh month they began to offer burnt offerings to the
LORD. But the LORD’s temple was not at that time
established.

2

3
4
5

6

͠˚˝וĂͼґД˟ҜгЦݰĂ֣ॠࣆ
сС˗˟ĂჷฯгྭᇨҼă
ࡖ ᖟ ྾   ̃  २ ֱ Ă   Ԙ · ா ை
ΥĂ֬ᇨٚᜟ٘̃ᘱ͏ҰĂᄂԘ
·ĂోּޘͼґД! য়ጩĂࢊয়
˟ᇜҗڰޟ२ˮ٘ᆶĂгጩˮᚤⷔைă
ࣆгࣦѢૃॱˮጩĂЮᛴَዏ
ϓĄ˪гˮЧයќ୍ᚤⷔைă
˪ڰޟ२ˮ٘ᆶĂцҜജ༻Ąᇳ
ֻĂᚤՎ٘͞༉ᚤⷔைă
ޡᚤ૰ᚤⷔைĂ֬г͠३ᄂය
˗̶ཏ༻ᚤைĂ˪ЧයᚤЦ˟Ϟ͔
ைă
ଁ˚͠˗͞ĂࣆವЧයᚤⷔ
ைĄҬය໑ૃॱĂؤώϱ؟ă

ͼٚੂ
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౮ࢥޘཏ໑!

Preparations for Rebuilding the Temple

7

3:7 So they provided money for the masons and
carpenters, and food, beverages, and olive oil for the
people of Sidon and Tyre, so that they would bring
cedar timber from Lebanon to the seaport at Joppa,
in accord with the edict of King Cyrus of Persia. 3:8
In the second year after they had come to the temple
of God in Jerusalem, in the second month, Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel and Jeshua the son of Jozadak initiated the work, along with the rest of their
associates, the priests and the Levites, and all those
who were coming to Jerusalem from the exile. They
appointed the Levites who were at least twenty
years old to take charge of the work on the LORD’s
temple. 3:9 So Jeshua appointed both his sons and
his relatives, Kadmiel and his sons (the sons of Yehudah), to take charge of the workers in the temple
of God, along with the sons of Henadad, their sons,
and their relatives the Levites. 3:10 When the builders established the LORD’s temple, the priests, ceremonially attired and with their clarions, and the Levites (the sons of Asaph) with their cymbals, stood
to praise the LORD according to the instructions left
by King David of Israel. 3:11 With antiphonal response they sang, praising and glorifying the LORD:

8

9

10

11

12

13

 ࣆ ˪  ᅘ ̃ ඛ ϭ М Ă͡ М Ă Ԯ ᖎ ࢳ Ă
੦ĂڴĂඛҗ˟Ăମᘱ˟Ăָࣆࢵ
ߥፗଁҿ͏ံྺוও྅ĂঘওྺزࡖוĂ
ߎڮͲΞД̮٘ࣝă
ѹؕྭ˝וᇨҼ! য়໑в͝Ă˞я
˞͠Ăᇨٚᜟ٘̃ᘱ͏ҰĂࡖᖟ྾
̃२ֱĂድԘ·ĂವߎைΥĂ
ҿώ˟Ă֬˗̶ఛፂᕨЯྭᇨҼ˟Ă
ోᎷ̌ޘృĄ˪ࠀҿώ˟Ăଁ˞˨ͼβ
Ă༚ޘృය໑̌Үă
ߎٹൗ́ĥг˞ౡΰ˨༻ҮҢ྾ނอĦ
ྀޡĂವߎ२ֱẴखᄂԘ·Ă
Ϥᒮ̃खĂҿώ˟Ԓॊ྾̃खᄂ
Ԙ·Ăో˗СּĂ༚֣г! য়໑Ү̌
˟ă
М˟ϱය໑ॱૃॠ࣎ĂைΥࡌᖂ
چӘིĂֱᖟ̃खҿώ˟ၫ鈸Ăͼґ
ДͲ́ኍֻ٘؟Ăో৬ල៘࡙යă
ࣆقѨબĂ៘࡙ᔀයĂᄱĂ
ύࠍඟĂЧͼґД˟ϕ൳ຍຐĄࣆ៘
࡙යॠ࣎Ăாϓ́ᓎױಃĂЮ
ය໑̎ૃॱགϱ؟Ą
҂ѢదйைΥĂҿώ˟ĂୈܛĂವߎ
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ఌă

“For he is good;
his loving kindness toward Israel is forever.”

All the people gave a loud shout as they praised
the LORD when the temple of the LORD was established. 3:12 Many of the priests, the Levites, and the
leaders—older people who had seen with their own
eyes the former temple while it was still established—were weeping loudly, and many others
raised their voice in a joyous shout. 3:13 People were
unable to tell the difference between the sound of
joyous shouting and the sound of the people’s weeping, for the people were shouting so loudly that the
sound was heard a long way off.

ΰౡ!
ࢥ̌ޘൿ!ܠ᚛

Opposition to Their Building Efforts

1

4:1 When the enemies of Judah and Benjamin
learned that the former exiles were building a temple for the LORD God of Israel, 4:2 they came to
Zerubbabel and the leaders and said to them, “Let us
help you build, for like you we seek your God and
we have been sacrificing to him from the time of
King Esarhaddon of Assyria, who brought us here.”
4:3 But Zerubbabel, Jeshua, and the rest of the leaders of Israel said to them, “You have no right to help
us build the temple of our God. We will build it by
ourselves for the LORD God of Israel, just as King
Cyrus, the king of Persia, has commanded us.” 4:4

2

3

ൗ́ܭอᇔᇱ˟ᄱĂఛፂᕨЯ˟
ࠍයͼґД !য়ޘృ໑хĂ
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ࣆՏүࣆ !য়Ăᄂүࣆ˗ᇸĄҊଁֱ
Ͳͼᇨݢ૱ԦࣆˮహвͼּĂԦࣆ૰
ைۤ! য়ă
Ҭ٘ᘱ͏ҰĂ२ֱĂድͼґДୈ
ܛĂ၅ࣆᄱĂԦࣆޘృ! য়໑ᄂүࣆ
̑ĂԦࣆҊ̍ࠍයͼґД !য়ל
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ͼٚੂ
4
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֣вϓĂವгൗ́˟ޘృॠ࣎Ăָ
ࣆ͗൳సĂᕗโࣆă
ଁڮͲΞДяภĂ۠ڮוͲ́ҿধ൲
ૃ  ॠ ࣎ Ăྥ ෳ Ꮥ ˿ Ăࢊ ି ᗻ  ࣆ  Ꮥ
ვă
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Then the local people began to discourage the people of Judah and to dishearten them from building.
4:5 They were hiring advisers to oppose them, so as
to frustrate their plans, throughout the time of King
Cyrus of Persia until the reign of King Darius of
Persia.

ˮύଟӗൗ͈˟!

Official Complaints Are Lodged against the Jews

6

4:6 At the beginning of the reign of Ahasuerus
they filed an accusation against the inhabitants of
Judah and Jerusalem. 4:7 And in the reign of Artaxerxes, Bishlam, Mithredath, Tabeel, and the rest of
their colleagues wrote to King Artaxerxes of Persia.
This letter was first written in Aramaic but then
translated.
[Aramaic:]
4:8 Rehum the commander and Shimshai the
scribe wrote a letter concerning Jerusalem to Artaxerxes the king as follows: 4:9 From Rehum the
commander, Shimshai the scribe, and the rest of
their colleagues—the judges, the rulers, the officials,
the secretaries, the Erechites, the Babylonians, the
people of Susa (that is, the Elamites), 4:10 and the
rest of nations whom the great and noble Ashurbanipal deported and settled in the cities of Samaria
and other places in Trans-Euphrates. 4:11 (This is a
copy of the letter they sent to him:)
“To Artaxerxes the king, from your servants in
Trans-Euphrates. 4:12 Now let the king be aware that
the Jews who came up to us from you have gone to
Jerusalem. They are rebuilding that rebellious and
odious city. They are completing its walls and repairing its foundations. 4:13 Let the king also be
aware that if this city is built and its walls are completed, no more tax, custom, or toll will be paid, and
the royal treasury will suffer loss. 4:14 In light of the
fact that we are loyal to the king, and since it does
not seem appropriate to us that the king should sustain damage, we are sending the king this information 4:15 so that he may initiate a search of the records of his predecessors and discover in those records that this city is rebellious and injurious to both
kings and provinces, producing internal revolts from
long ago. It is for this very reason that this city was
destroyed. 4:16 We therefore are informing the king
that if this city is rebuilt and its walls are completed,
you will not retain control of this portion of TransEuphrates.”
4:17 The king sent the following response:
“To Rehum the commander, Shimshai the
scribe, and the rest of their colleagues who live in
Samaria and other parts of Trans-Euphrates: Greetings! 4:18 The letter you sent to us has been translated and read in my presence. 4:19 So I gave orders,
and it was determined that this city from long ago
has been engaging in insurrection against kings. It
has continually engaged in rebellion and revolt. 4:20
Powerful kings have been over Jerusalem who ruled
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throughout the entire Trans-Euphrates and who were
the beneficiaries of tribute, custom, and toll. 4:21
Now give orders that these men cease their work
and that this city not be rebuilt until such time as I so
instruct. 4:22 Exercise appropriate caution so that there
is no negligence in this matter. Why should danger
increase to the point that kings sustain damage?”
4:23 Then, as soon as the copy of the letter from
King Artaxerxes was read in the presence of Rehum,
Shimshai the scribe, and their colleagues, they proceeded promptly to the Jews in Jerusalem and
stopped them with threat of armed force.
4:24 So the work on the temple of God in Jerusalem came to a halt. It remained halted until the second year of the reign of King Darius of Persia.

̢ౡ!
྾˛ˮ́ݵҿ౦Ͳ!

Tattenai Appeals to Darius

1

5:1 Then the prophets Haggai and Zechariah the
son of Iddo prophesied concerning the Jews who
were in Judah and Jerusalem in the name of the God
of Israel who was over them. 5:2 Then Zerubbabel
the son of Shealtiel and Jeshua the son of Jozadak
began to rebuild the temple of God in Jerusalem.
The prophets of God were with them, supporting
them.
5:3 At that time Tattenai governor of TransEuphrates, Shethar-Bozenai, and their colleagues
came to them and asked, “Who gave you authority
to rebuild this temple and to complete this structure?” 5:4 They also asked them, “What are the
names of the men who are building this edifice?” 5:5
But God was watching over the elders of Judah, and
they were not stopped until a report could be dispatched to Darius and a letter could be sent back
concerning this.
5:6 This is a copy of the letter that Tattenai governor of Trans-Euphrates, Shethar-Bozenai, and his
colleagues who were the officials of TransEuphrates sent to King Darius. 5:7 The report they
sent to him was written as follows:
“To Darius the king: All greetings! 5:8 Let it be
known to the king that we have gone to the province
of Judah, to the temple of the great God. It is being
built with large stones, and timbers are being placed
in the walls. This work is being done with all diligence and is prospering in their hands. 5:9 We inquired of those elders, asking them, ‘Who gave you
the authority to rebuild this temple and to complete
this structure?’ 5:10 We also inquired of their names
in order to inform you, so that we might write the
names of the men who were their leaders. 5:11 They
responded to us in the following way: ‘We are servants of the God of heaven and earth. We are rebuilding the temple which was previously built
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many years ago. A great king of Israel built it and
completed it. 5:12 But after our ancestors angered
the God of heaven, he delivered them into the hands
of King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon, the Chaldean,
who destroyed this temple and exiled the people to
Babylon. 5:13 But in the first year of King Cyrus of
Babylon, King Cyrus enacted a decree to rebuild
this temple of God. 5:14 Even the gold and silver
vessels of the temple of God that Nebuchadnezzar
had taken from the temple in Jerusalem and had
brought to the palace of Babylon—even those things
King Cyrus brought from the palace of Babylon and
presented to a man by the name of Sheshbazzar
whom he had appointed as governor. 5:15 He said to
him, “Take these vessels and go deposit them in the
temple in Jerusalem, and let the house of God be rebuilt in its proper location.” 5:16 Then this
Sheshbazzar went and laid the foundations of the
temple of God in Jerusalem. From that time to the
present moment it has been in the process of being
rebuilt, although it is not yet finished.’
5:17 “Now if the king is so inclined, let a search
be conducted in the royal archives there in Babylon
in order to determine whether King Cyrus did in fact
issue orders for this temple of God to be rebuilt in
Jerusalem. Then let the king send us a decision concerning this matter.”

̰ౡ!
́ҿ౦Ͳˬ̘ࣝ᚛ޘܠཏ໑!

Darius Issues a Decree

1

6:1 So Darius the king issued orders, and they
searched in the archives of the treasury which were
deposited there in Babylon. 6:2 A scroll was found
in the citadel of Ecbatana which is in the province of
Media, and it was inscribed as follows:
“Memorandum: 6:3 In the first year of his reign,
King Cyrus gave orders concerning the temple of
God in Jerusalem: ‘Let the temple be rebuilt as a
place where sacrifices are offered. Let its foundations be raised. Its height is to be ninety feet and its
width ninety feet, 6:4 with three layers of large
stones and one layer of timber. The expense is to be
subsidized by the royal treasury. 6:5 Furthermore, let
the gold and silver vessels of the temple of God,
which Nebuchadnezzar brought from the temple in
Jerusalem and carried to Babylon, be returned and
brought to their proper place in the temple in Jerusalem. Let them be deposited in the temple of God.’
6:6 “Now Tattenai governor of Trans-Euphrates,
Shethar Bozenai, and their colleagues, the officials
of Trans-Euphrates—all of you stay far away from
there! 6:7 Leave the work on this temple of God
alone. Let the governor of the Jews and the elders of
the Jews rebuild this temple of God in its proper
place.
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6:8 “I also hereby issue orders as to what you are
to do with those elders of the Jews in order to rebuild this temple of God. From the royal treasury,
from the taxes of Trans-Euphrates the complete
costs are to be given to these men, so that there may
be no halt. 6:9 Whatever is needed—whether oxen or
rams or lambs or burnt offerings for the God of
heaven or wheat or salt or wine or oil, as required by
the priests who are in Jerusalem—must be given to
them daily without any neglect, 6:10 so that they
may be offering incense to the God of heaven and
may be praying for the good fortune of the king and
his family.
6:11 “I hereby give orders that if anyone changes
this directive a beam is to be pulled out from his
house and he is to be raised up and impaled on it,
and his house is to be reduced to a rubbish heap for
this indiscretion. 6:12 May God who makes his name
to reside there overthrow any king or people who
reaches out to cause such change so as to destroy
this temple of God in Jerusalem. I, Darius, have
given orders. Let them be carried out with precision!”

؆ᚤཏ໑!

The Temple Is Finally Dedicated

13

6:13 Then Tattenai governor of Trans-Euphrates,
Shethar-Bozenai, and their colleagues acted accordingly—with precision, just as Darius the king had
given instructions. 6:14 The elders of the Jews continued building and prospering, while at the same
time Haggai the prophet and Zechariah the son of
Iddo continued prophesying. They built and brought
it to completion by the command of the God of Israel and by the command of Cyrus and Darius and
Artaxerxes king of Persia. 6:15 They finished this
temple on the third day of the month Adar, which is
the sixth year of the reign of King Darius.
6:16 The people of Israel—the priests, the Levites, and the rest of the exiles—observed the dedication of this temple of God with joy. 6:17 For the
dedication of this temple of God they offered one
hundred bulls, two hundred rams, four hundred
lambs, and twelve male goats for the sin of all Israel, according to the number of the tribes of Israel.
6:18 They appointed the priests by their divisions
and the Levites by their divisions over the worship
of God at Jerusalem, in accord with the book of
Moses. 6:19 The exiles observed the Passover on the
fourteenth day of the first month. 6:20 The priests
and the Levites had purified themselves to a man,
and they all were ceremonially pure. They sacrificed
the Passover lamb for all the exiles, for their colleagues the priests, and for themselves. 6:21 The Israelites who were returning from the exile ate it,
along with all those who had joined them in separating themselves from the uncleanness of the nations
of the land to seek the LORD God of Israel. 6:22 They
observed the Feast of Unleavened Bread for seven days
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ࣆСᛧĂЮ́ҿধͲ٘൳Ăವަ
ాᏱҕă
14 ൗ́ܛҀЮЏۡྌݢĂټйख̃ᇨ
ҿֱ٘ᄱᚌྕĂವޘృహ໑Ă˱֯Қ
ĄࣆᏱලͼґД! য়Ăڮ
ͲΞДẮҿধĂֱ྾ᓥҗѝຌĂޘృ
ԅறă
15 ́ҿধͲ̰яĂֱ྾͠˫͞Ăహ໑࣑
ї˝ă
16

ͼґДைΥĂҿώ˟Ă֬ድఛፂᕨ
Я  ˟ Ăో ᝋ ᝋ ಇ ಇ в ҕ ؆ ᚤ ! য় ໑ 
ᖂă
17 ҕ؆ᚤ! য়໑ᖂĂವᚤ̲Ͱ˗ѹĂ̲
ძѾ˞ѹĂძѾΰѹĄ˪ͼґД
͙ࠀᇳϪĂᚤ̲̊Ѿ˨˞ĂࠍͼґД
ா˟Үཊைă
18 ͶࠀைΥĂҿώ˟Ăලরѧгྭᇨ
Ҽ֯؆! য়Ăߎᇜҗڰޟ२ˮ٘ᆶă
19 ϑ͠˨ΰ͞ĂఛፂᕨЯ˟ц࿇༻ă
20

ּࣦைΥҿώ˟Ă˗СҊሑĂ˗˟̘
ሑஏĄҿώ˟ࠍఛፂᕨЯா˟ࣆ
Ԙ·ாைΥĂ֬ࠍҊ̍घ࿇༻Ѿă
21 ଁፂ̜וвᕨЯͼґД˟Ă̶˗ੴପ
٘ߕβ֢˟ѲᖄᕨࣆܡĂࢊՏය
ͼґД! য়˟ĂోಘహѾă

ͼٚੂ
22

ᝋᝋಇಇвцੴᅓ༻˚͞ĂЮࠍයָ
ࣆᝋಇĂ˪ֱָͲ͔ᖻЧࣆĂા
͗ࣆĂҮͼґД! য়໑̌ൿă
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with joy, for the LORD had given them joy and had
changed the opinion of the king of Assyria toward
them, so that he assisted them in the work on the
temple of God, the God of Israel.

˚ౡ!
ͼٚЯ!

The Arrival of Ezra

1

7:1 Now after these things had happened, during
the reign of King Artaxerxes of Persia, Ezra came
up from Babylon. Ezra was the son of Seraiah, who
was the son of Azariah, who was the son of Hilkiah,
7:2 who was the son of Shallum, who was the son of
Zadok, who was the son of Ahitub, 7:3 who was the
son of Amariah, who was the son of Azariah, who
was the son of Meraioth, 7:4 who was the son of Zerahiah, who was the son of Uzzi, who was the son of
Bukki, 7:5 who was the son of Abishua, who was the
son of Phinehas, who was the son of Eleazar, who
was the son of Aaron the chief priest. 7:6 This Ezra
is the one who came up from Babylon. He was a
scribe who was skilled in the law of Moses which
the LORD God of Israel had given. The king supplied him with everything he requested, for the hand
of the LORD his God was on him. 7:7 In the seventh
year of King Artaxerxes, Ezra brought up to Jerusalem some of the Israelites and some of the priests,
the Levites, the attendants, the gatekeepers, and the
temple servants in the seventh year of King Artaxerxes. 7:8 He entered Jerusalem in the fifth month of
the seventh year of the king. 7:9 On the first day of
the first month he had determined the ascent from
Babylon, and on the first day of the fifth month he
arrived at Jerusalem, for the good hand of his God
was on him. 7:10 Now Ezra had given himself to the
study of the law of the LORD, to its observance, and
to teaching its statutes and judgments in Israel.

2
3

4
5

6

7

8

హ֯ͼޡĂڮͲֱ྾ᓥҗяภĂѢ࣍ͼ
ٚĂߎҗอ̃Ăҗอߎֱᇨ
ҿอ̃ĂֱᇨҿอߎԒઘच̃Ă
Ԓ ઘ च ߎ Ց ᐶ  ̃  ĂՑ ᐶ ߎ ᇨ ༚  
̃Ăᇨ༚ߎֱԒࡍ̃Ă
ֱԒࡍߎֱႲҿอ̃ĂֱႲҿอߎֱ
ᇨҿอ̃Ăֱᇨҿอߎѻٚࡖ
̃Ă
ѻٚࡖߎҗٚԒอ̃ĂҗٚԒอߎধ
җ̃Ăধҗߎҵૃ̃Ă
ҵૃߎֱͦ२̃Ăֱͦ२ߎܦιݢ
̃Ăܦιͼߎݢҿֱᇨ̃Ăͼҿֱ
ᇨߎ́ைΥֱࣕ̃ă
హ ͼ  ٚ ଁ ͏ ͦ ࣕ ˮ ּ Ă ߎ ୁ ତ ͚ 
˿Ă྾යͼґД! য়٘ᇜҗޟ
ڰ२ĄͲ̮ࣝ˗̶٘ՏĂߎЮය
! য়͗ᑑӃă
ֱ྾ᓥҗͲ˚яĂͼґД˟ĂைΥĂҿ
ώ˟ĂႆબĂцܜĂι೨ွĂѢˮ
ྭᇨҼĄ
Ͳ˚я̢͠Ăͼٚྭ˝וᇨҼĄ

9

ϑ͠˗͞Ăଁ͏ͦࣕൿĄЮ! য়
߈ऽ͗ᑑӃĂ̢͠˗͞ವྭ˝ו
ᇨҼă
10 ͼٚ؟ԟҁվᏱҕයڰޟĂ˪
ֻޟౡାͼґД˟ă

ֱ྾ᓥҗ͙ͼٚܓІઙ!
11

12

ைΥͼٚߎ྾යᄮĂͼґ
Д̜˿ֻ͚ޟĄֱ྾ᓥҗͲඛᏝ
ѝĂˮࢫᆶලᄱĂ

ኛͲ̜Ͳֱ྾ᓥҗĂ྾ٹைΥͼٚ྾
͆ˮ! য়́ڰޟᇆ̟̟˿͚ă
13 ҜгԦ̙ͼґД˟ĂைΥĂҿώ˟Ă
˱Ϟ͔ˮྭᇨҼΜĂԦࢪѝࣝࣆᄂ
үСΜă
14 Ͳᄂ˚࣍Ꮥ˿߉भүΜĂү̙͗! য়
ڰޟ२Ă၄મൗ́ྭᇨҼڵĄ
15 ˪૱ܚᅘĂವߎͲᏕ˿Ϟ͔ᚤඛҜྭ
ᇨҼĂͼґД! য়Ă

Artaxerxes Gives Official Endorsement to Ezra’s
Mission
7:11 What follows is a copy of the letter that
King Artaxerxes gave to Ezra the priestly scribe.
Ezra was a scribe in matters pertaining to the commandments of the LORD and his statutes over Israel:
7:12 “Artaxerxes, king of kings, to Ezra the priest,
a scribe of the perfect law of the God of heaven. 7:13
I have now issued a decree that anyone in my kingdom from the people of Israel—even the priests and
Levites—who wishes to do so may go up with you
to Jerusalem. 7:14 You are authorized by the king
and his seven advisers to inquire concerning Judah
and Jerusalem, according to the law of your God
which is in your possession, 7:15 and to bring silver
and gold which the king and his advisers have freely
contributed to the God of Israel, who resides in Jerusalem, 7:16 along with all the silver and gold that

ͼٚੂ
16

17

18
19
20

֬૱үг͏ͦࣕА࠶٘૿ܚᅘĂѹ
ؕĂைΥሃຌᚤඛྭᇨҼࣆ! য়໑
ᖂێă
٘ ͼ ү ༉ Ϡ హ  ܚᅘ Ăަ ా ෳ ̲ Ͱ Ă ̲ ძ
ѾĂძѾĂСᚤ৴ைದை̜ێĂᚤ
гྭᇨҼүࣆ! য়໑ጩˮă
౹ˬܚᅘĂүүԘ·࠺ලާᇸпĂ
ವާᇸϠĂᓀࢊᏱලүࣆ! য়ѝຌă
٘ϸඛү! য়໑ָ̙ϠጠϩĂүࢊϸг
ྭᇨҼ! য়ࢫ݇ă
ү! য়໑྅ĂࡵВѢᅭϠགĂүΝͼ
ଁͲظर྅͙ףă

21

Ԧֱ྾ᓥҗͲĂ˪ࢪѝᄂڪҗ̶˗र
ؠĂᄱĂ྾͆ˮ! য়˿͚ڰޟைΥͼ
ٚĂኡЧүࣆࢊࠣᆂĂүࣆࢊాా
౮ᏰĄ
22 ವ ߎ ᅘ ̃ ۠  ˗ וѹ  ఽ ૿ Ă ౩ ̃ ˗ ѹ ߞ
Ă੦˗ѹቩĂ˗ڴѹቩĂែ̘ࢌ
ᇳĂ˴ࢊඛă
23 ˱͆ˮ̜! য়٘ӖײĂ༉ࠍ͆ˮ! য়
໑ྍᏰĄࠍҢָޣهᓛͲוĂͲா
̃ă
24 Ԧ˪ፌᏝүࣆĂҋٹைΥĂҿώ˟Ăႆબ
ĂцܜĂι೨ွĂ֬г! য়໑༉भ
˟Ă̘ΝΧࣆชੑĂϸኜĂ৻ă
25

ͼٚܟĂࢊලү! য়үഁᇉĂ
٘Ѣڀϧү! য়˟ڰޟϱࠍ˿यĂᆵҾ
ؠĂڻڪҗѹؕĂָࣆା˗̶̘
ڀϧ! য়˟ڰޟă
26 ˱̘Ᏹҕү! য়ڰޟĂ˟ͲĂವ
༉ాా؟ཊĂٔڻѩĂٔΆĂٔԧ
चĂٔα༯ă

27

ͼٚᄱĂයԦࣆД !য়ߎᑔ༉
ĂЮָͲహ͔ຌĂ࣑ྭᇨ
Ҽය໑Ą
28 ˪гͲᏕ˿Ă֬́ਔ߈݇ࢫܛऽٹ
ԦăЮයԦ! য়͗ᑑӃԦĂԦವ૿
ͼાૺĂଁͼґД̙١ჷࢴᅲĂᄂԦ˗С
ˮּă
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you may collect throughout all the province of
Babylon and the contributions of the people and the
priests for the temple of their God which is in Jerusalem. 7:17 With this money you should be sure to
purchase bulls, rams, and lambs, along with the appropriate meal offerings and libations. You should
bring them to the altar of the temple of your God
which is in Jerusalem. 7:18 You may do whatever
seems appropriate to you and your colleagues with
the rest of the silver and the gold, in keeping with
the will of your God. 7:19 Deliver to the God of Jerusalem the vessels that are given to you for the service of the temple of your God. 7:20 The rest of the
needs for the temple of your God that you may have
to supply, you may do so from the royal treasury.
7:21 “I, Artaxerxes the king, hereby issue orders
to all the treasurers of Trans-Euphrates, that you
precisely execute all that Ezra the priestly scribe of
the law of the God of heaven may request of you—
7:22 up to 100 talents of silver, 100 cors of wheat,
100 baths of wine, 100 baths of olive oil, and unlimited salt. 7:23 Everything that the God of heaven has
required should be precisely done for the temple of
the God of heaven. Why should there be wrath
against the empire of the king and his sons? 7:24
Furthermore, be aware of the fact that you have no
authority to impose tax, tribute, or toll on any of the
priests, the Levites, the musicians, the doorkeepers,
the temple servants, or the attendants at the temple
of this God.
7:25 “Now you, Ezra, in keeping with the wisdom of your God which you possess, appoint judges
and court officials who can arbitrate cases on behalf
of all the people who are in Trans-Euphrates who
know the laws of your God. Those who do not know
this law should be taught. 7:26 Everyone who does
not observe both the law of your God and the law of
the king will be completely liable to the appropriate
penalty, whether by death or banishment or confiscation of property or detainment in prison.”
7:27 Blessed be the LORD God of our fathers,
who so moved in the heart of the king to so honor
the temple of the LORD which is in Jerusalem! 7:28
He has also conferred his favor on me before the
king, his advisers, and all the influential leaders of
the king. I gained strength as the hand of the LORD
my God was on me, and I gathered leaders from Israel to go up with me.

ˢౡ!
ͼٚСܓୈ!ܛ

The Leaders Who Returned with Ezra

1

8:1 These are the leaders and those enrolled with
them by genealogy, who were coming up with me
from Babylon during the reign of King Artaxerxes:

༉ֱ྾ᓥҗͲяภĂСԦଁ͏ͦࣕˮּ
˟ĂࣆୈܛĂࣆचᙈĂੂгˬ
ࢫĄ

ͼٚੂ
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

ᛲܦι̃ݢखѢࢬีĂᛲͼႲ̃ख
ѢҬͼĂᛲ́ኍ̃खѢࡍݢĂ
ᛲ͏ᐁྀޡĂವߎϮι̃खĂѢᇨ
ҿֱĄСලĂचᙈࢌვĂն˙˗ѹ
̢˨˟ă
ᛲ͏ݢᇜ٩̃खѢҗٚԒอͼ̃ҿ
ࡖ˛ĄСලѢն˙˞ѹă
ᛲϮι̃खѢอݢଈ̃ĄСල
Ѣն˙˫ѹă
ᛲֱ˙̃खѢࡖॊಎͼ̃ҽĄСල
Ѣն˙̢˨ă
ᛲͼ᚛̃खѢֱҿอ̃ᎠֱĄ
СලѢն˙˚˨ă
ᛲϮڰ೨อ̃खѢѻઘ̃җ͏
อĄСලѢն˙ˢ˨ă
ᛲࡖ٩̃खѢֱع͏ܺ̃ĄС
ලѢն˙˞ѹ˗˨ˢă
ᛲϮᘱ̃खѢࡖ̃ĄСල
Ѣն˙˗ѹ̰˨ă
ᛲͦ̃खѢͦ̃ᇨҿֱĄС
ලѢն˙˞˨ˢă
ᛲ٩Ϥ̃खѢݢΏݢࡖ̃ᙰĄС
ලѢն˙˗ѹ˗˨ă
ᛲֱйι̑̃खĂವߎϏԌĂࣆ
ШуߎͼҿڰДĂҿĂϮႲอĄСල
ࣆѢն˙̰˨ă
ᛲͦࢬϝϾ̃खѢধ͈ᇨҵĄСල
ࣆѢն˙˚˨ă
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8:2 from the descendants of Phinehas, Gershom;
from the descendants of Ithamar, Daniel;
from the descendants of David, Hattush 8:3 the
son of Shecaniah;
from the descendants of Parosh, Zechariah, and
with him were enrolled by genealogy 150 men;
8:4 from the descendants of Pahath-Moab, Eliehoenai son of Zerahiah, and with him 200 men;
8:5 from the descendants of Zattu, Shecaniah son
of Jahaziel, and with him 300 men;
8:6 from the descendants of Adin, Ebed son of
Jonathan, and with him 50 men;
8:7 from the descendants of Elam, Jeshaiah son
of Athaliah, and with him 70 men;
8:8 from the descendants of Shephatiah, Zebadiah son of Michael, and with him 80 men;
8:9 from the descendants of Joab, Obadiah son of
Jehiel, and with him 218 men;
8:10 from the descendants of Bani, Shelomith
son of Josiphiah, and with him 160 men;
8:11 from the descendants of Bebai, Zechariah
son of Bebai, and with him 28 men;
8:12 from the descendants of Azgad, Johanan son
of Hakkatan, and with him 110 men;
8:13 from the descendants of Adonikam there
were the latter ones. Their names were Eliphelet,
Jeuel, and Shemaiah, and with them 60 men;
8:14 from the descendants of Bigvai, Uthai, and
Zaccur, and with them 70 men.

ఛፂ̜ϓܓЯྭᇨҼ!

The Exiles Travel to Jerusalem

15

8:15 I had them assemble at the canal that flows
toward Ahava, and we camped there for three days.
I observed that the people and the priests were present, but I found no Levites there. 8:16 So I sent for
Eliezer, Ariel, Shemaiah, Elnathan, Jarib, Elnathan,
Nathan, Zechariah, and Meshullam, who were leaders, and Joiarib and Elnathan, who were teachers.
8:17 I sent them to Iddo, who was the leader in the
place called Casiphia. I told them what to say to
Iddo and his brethren, who were the temple servants
in Casiphia, so they would bring us attendants for
the temple of our God.
8:18 Due to the fact that the good hand of our
God was on us, they brought us a skilled man, from
the descendants of Mahli the son of Levi son of Israel. This Sherebiah came, along with his sons and
relatives, 18 men, 8:19 and Hashabiah, along with
Jeshaiah from the descendants of Merari, with his
brothers and their sons, 20 men, 8:20 and some of the
temple servants that David and his officials had established for the work of the Levites—220 of them.
They were all designated by name.
8:21 I called for a fast there by the Ahava Canal,
so that we might humble ourselves before our God
and seek from him a safe journey for us, our children, and all our property. 8:22 I was embarrassed to

Ԧ١ჷహְ˟г߸ˡֱݢϝڪᙜĂԦࣆ
г֣྅Ҝ˝˫͞ĂԦߣ࠺ѹؕைΥĂ
՞Ѣҿώ˟г֣྅Ą
16 ವΠࢴᅲͼҿͼᔀĂֱДĂϮႲอĂͼҿ
ॊ ಎ Ă อ ϱ Ăͼ ҿ ॊ ಎ Ăॊ ಎ Ă ᇨ  ҿ
ֱĂѻ२ᜊĄ˪Πା௪ࡖอϱĂͼҿॊ
ಎă
17 Ԧφ൳ࣆؿҗอв͝ΜĂ֣྅
ࢴᅲټйĂ˪ӗࣆ༉ЧټйԘ
·ι೨ွᄱࠣᆂྕĂΧࣆࠍԦࣆ! য়
໑૱ָϠּ˟ă
18

ᄊԦࣆ! য়߈ऽ͗ᑑӃԦࣆĂࣆгͼ
ґ Д  ഄ ख Ăҿ ώ  ख ̃ Ă ٟ ҿ ྀ ޡ 
̙Ă૱˗࣍྾˟ּĄᔗѢϮҿͦĂ
ா̃ĂᄂԘ·ĂБ˗˨ˢ˟ă
19 ˪ѢݢՑͦอĄСලѢѻٚҿ̃ख
ᎠֱĂ֬ா̃ĂԘ·ĂБ˞˨˟ă
20 ଁ ݇ ́ ኍ  ா ࢴ ᅲ Ăࠀ ι ೨ ွ  ֯ چҿ ώ
˟Ăநгଁహι೨ွ̙˴૱˝˞ѹ˞˨˟
ּĂోߎШ؟ă
21

֣ॠԦгֱݢϝڪᙜޅӗ༯ࢳĂࠍࢊгԦ
ࣆ! য়ࢫ݇Ҹࡳ͔̍ĂՏָԦࣆ˟્
̃ބĂ֬˗̶٘ѢĂో૿οྭྼă

ͼٚੂ
22

23
24
25

26

27
28

29

30

ԦՏͲᇤՍҺҺĂᑑӃԦࣆٮጾྭˮ
̨ᇱĂύͼࠍ௦हĂЮԦഄ၅ͲᄱĂԦࣆ!
য়߈ऽ͗ĂτᑑӃ˗̶ՏĄҬ
ਔ˦ޣهĂτԼᑜ˗̶ᗒୡă
٘ͼԦࣆ༯ࢳࡅՏԦࣆ !য়Ăವᑔ̮
˝Ԧࣆă
Ԧ̵ࠀைΥ˟˞˨ܛĂವߎϮҿͦĂݢՑ
ͦอĂࣆԘ·˨˟Ą
ͲĂᏕ˿ĂܛĂ֬г֣྅ͼґД
ா˟ĂࠍԦࣆ! য়໑٘ᚤܚᅘĂጠ
ϩĂోৣ˝ϸඛࣆă
Ԧৣ˝ϸгࣆ̙͗ᅘ̃ĂѢ̰ѹ̢˨
ఽ૿Ăᅘጠࢥ˗ѹఽ૿Ă˗̃ܚѹ
ఽ૿Ă
ܚ༥˞˨࣍Ăࢥ˗˻྾ҿҸĂˮඇЌᅙ
ጠϩ࣍Ăᚖෲсܚă
Ԧ၅ࣆᄱĂүࣆᕨයࠍཏĂጠϩ˴
ࠍཏĂܚᅘߎϞ͔ᚤඛයүࣆД̜!
য়Ą
үࣆ༉ᛊᏸ࠺цĂ۠וүࣆгྭᇨҼ
ය໑र̯ĂгைΥܛҿώୈܛĂ֬
ͼґДЦୈ݇ࢫܛ࿄˝ৣă
ߎٹைΥĂҿώ˟Ăල̵ฒଣܚץᅘĂ
 ጠ ϩ Ăࢊ ૱  ྭ  וᇨ Ҽ Ԧ ࣆ ! য়  ໑
྅ă

31

ϑ͠˨˞͞ĂԦࣆଁֱݢϝڪᙜҕĂࢊ
ྭؿᇨҼΜĄԦࣆ! য়ܱ͗ҥԦࣆĂ
ଽԦࣆ௱ᗒ̨ᇱĂྭˮंЃ̜˟͗ă
32 Ԧࣆྭ˝וᇨҼĂг֣྅Ҝ˝˫͞ă
33

ΰ͞ĂгԦࣆ! য়໑྅ĂԮܚᅘጠ
ϩోৣ˝ĂϸгைΥধҿֱ̃ѻҿϏ
̙͗ĄСලѢܦιͼ̃ݢҿֱ
ᇨĂᔗѢҿώ˟२ֱࡖ̃ᇨ٤Ă
ᄻ̯̃ॖֱعă
34 ༉ॠోᕆ˝ᇳϪĂල̵ฒᆶгΉˮă

35

ଁፂ̜וвᕨЯ˟ĂЧͼґД !য়ᚤ
ⷔைĂವߎࠍͼґДா˟ᚤ̲Ͱ˨˞Ă
̲ძѾ˜˨̰ĂძѾ˚˨˚Ą˪ᚤ
̲̊Ѿ˨˞ҮཊைĄహోߎЧය
്ᚤă
36 ࣆͲᏝѝϸඛͲ٘ࠀᓀ༚Ăᄂڪ
җܛ࠶ĂࣆವᑑӃѹؕĂ˪ֺඛ! য়
໑྅٘ᅭϠă
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request soldiers and horsemen from the king to protect us from the enemy along the way, because we
had said to the king, “The good hand of our God is on
everyone who is seeking him, but his great anger is
on everyone who forsakes him.” 8:23 So we fasted
and prayed to our God about this, and he answered us.
8:24 Then I set apart twelve of the leading
priests, together with Sherebiah, Hashabiah, and ten
of their brothers, 8:25 and I weighed out to them the
silver, the gold, and the vessels intended for the
temple of our God—items that the king, his advisers, his officials, and all Israel who were present had
contributed. 8:26 I weighed out to them 650 talents
of silver, silver vessels worth 100 talents, 100 talents of gold, 8:27 20 gold bowls worth 1,000 darics,
and two exquisite vessels of gleaming bronze, as
valuable as gold. 8:28 Then I said to them, “You are
holy to the LORD, just as these vessels are holy. The
silver and the gold are a voluntary offering to the
LORD, the God of your fathers. 8:29 Be careful with
them and protect them, until you weigh them out before the head priests and the Levites and the family
leaders of Israel in Jerusalem, in the storerooms of
the temple of the LORD.”
8:30 Then the priests and the Levites took charge
of the silver, the gold, and the vessels that had been
weighed out, to transport them to Jerusalem to the
temple of our God.
8:31 On the twelfth day of the first month we began traveling from the Ahava Canal to go to Jerusalem. The hand of our God was on us, and he delivered us from our enemy and from bandits along the
way. 8:32 So we came to Jerusalem, and we stayed
there for three days. 8:33 On the fourth day we
weighed out the silver, the gold, and the vessels in
the house of our God into the care of Meremoth son
of Uriah, the priest, and Eleazar son of Phinehas,
who were accompanied by Jozabad son of Jeshua
and Noadiah son of Binnui, who were Levites. 8:34
Everything was verified by number and by weight,
and the total weight was written down at that time.
8:35 The exiles who were returning from the captivity offered burnt offerings to the God of Israel—
twelve bulls for all Israel, ninety-six rams, seventyseven male lambs, along with twelve male goats as a
sin offering. All this was a burnt offering to the
LORD. 8:36 Then they presented the decrees of the
king to the king’s satraps and to the governors of
Trans-Euphrates, who gave help to the people and to
the temple of God.
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A Prayer of Ezra

1

9:1 Now when these things had been completed,
the leaders approached me and said, “The people of
Israel, the priests, and the Levites have not separated
themselves from the local residents who practice detestable things similar to those of the Canaanites, the
Hittites, the Perizzites, the Jebusites, the Ammonites, the Moabites, the Egyptians, and the Amorites.
9:2 Indeed, they have taken some of their daughters
as wives for themselves and for their sons and have
intermingled the holy seed with the local residents.
Worse still, the leaders and the officials have been at
the forefront of all of this!”
9:3 When I heard this account, I tore my tunic
and my robe and ripped out some of the hair of my
head and beard. Then I sat down, quite devastated.
9:4 Everyone who held the words of the God of Israel in awe gathered around me because of the unfaithful acts of the people of the exile. Devastated, I
continued to sit there until the evening offering.
9:5 At the time of the evening offering I got up
from my self-abasement, with my torn tunic and
robe, and then dropped to my knees and spread my
hands to the LORD my God. 9:6 I prayed,
“O my God, I am ashamed and embarrassed, my
God, to lift my face to you. For our iniquities have
climbed higher than our head, and our guilt extends
to the heavens. 9:7 From the days of our fathers until
this very day our guilt has been great. Because of
our iniquities we, along with our kings and priests,
have been delivered over by the local kings to
sword, captivity, plunder, and embarrassment—right
up to the present time.
9:8 “But now briefly we have received mercy
from the LORD our God, in that he has left us a remnant and has given us a secure position in his holy
place. Thus our God has enlightened our eyes and
has given us a little relief in our time of servitude.
9:9 Although we are slaves, our God has not abandoned us in our servitude. He has extended kindness
to us in the sight of the kings of Persia, in that he
has revived us to restore the temple of our God and
to raise up its ruins and to give us a protective wall
in Judah and Jerusalem.
9:10 “And now what are we able to say after this,
our God? For we have forsaken your commandments 9:11 which you commanded us through your
servants the prophets with the words: ‘The land that
you are entering to possess is a land defiled by the
impurities of the local residents. With their abominations they have filled it from one end to the other
with their filthiness. 9:12 Therefore do not give your

2

3
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5
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7

8

9

10

హ֯Үԅ˝ĂாࢴᅲּԦĂᄱĂͼґД
ϓைΥĂ֬ҿώ˟Ă՞Ѣᗒඖ˟ݐĂ
ᄾ˟Ăͦҿ߽˟Ăҵ˟Ăֱଭ˟Ăᇜ
٩˟Ăः̓˟Ăֱᇜҿ˟Ă̩ज़ڰహְ
ϓĂҕΝᇕ֯ă
ЮࣆࠍҊ̍̃Ă˝హְβ֢̂̃
ࠍ،Ăͼཏሑᙶహְϓஃ
ᗓĄ҂ͶࢴᅲܛؠĂгహ֯ˮࠍཊᅽă

Ԧ˗హ֯ĂವᇦҖچβఞĂ٤˝
ᐜዿᙾᝯĂភᛴᇍೌ҂Ӱă
˱ࠍͼґД! য়֎ᄫጻဎĂోЮహఛፂ
ᕨЯ̜˟٘ϙཊĂჷฯוԦహ྅ּĄԦ
ವភᛴᇍೌ҂ӰĂ۠וᚤ୍ைॠ࣎ă
ᚤ୍ைॠ࣎ԦּĂ͔̙ຒࡳĂࡌලᇦ
ҖఞĂᗔቯྰˬЧයԦ !য়ᓜ
͗Ă
ᄱĂԦ !য়ܟĂԦٰບᄊ௦Ă̘ЧԦ!
য়ЇࢫĂЮࠍԦࣆཊᚕໜౣĂԦࣆཊ
ೊ͆ă
ଁԦࣆД̪۠͞וĂԦࣆཊೊࠣࢥĂ
ЮԦࣆཊᚕĂԦࣆӕͲĂைΥĂోϸ
гβ֢ДͲ̙͗Ă୬ङĂፂଞĂຫဲĂ
ᓙˮᄊ௦Ăϑс̪͞Ќă

நгයԦࣆ !য়ᇵͶ߈ऽᄂԦࣆĂ
ඛԦࣆְਫ਼௱˟ĂָԦࣆшᘥс੩̃
੩гཏ٘ĂԦࣆ !য়пЌԦࣆ
ிϪĂָԦࣆгץᔐ̙̜חൽຊೆᎷă
ԦࣆߎεဈĂ҂гץᔐ̙̜חĂԦࣆ!
য়̩՞ѢϳୡԦࣆĂгڮͲி݇ЧԦࣆ
߈ ऽ Ă Χ Ԧ ࣆ ೆ Ꮇ Ăਔ ࢥ  ޘԦ ࣆ ! য় 
໑Ă࣑໐ᗻ̜ఌĂָԦࣆгൗ́ྭ
ᇨҼѢᒑݮă

Ԧࣆ !য়ܟĂ߉ߎсѨĂԦࣆᔗѢࠣᆂ
ྕΝᄱĄЮࠍԦࣆ̎གᗒୡүĂ
11 ವߎүᖢүဈ˟ாЏۡ٘ӖײĂᄱĂү
ࣆࢊΜ૿ࠍຼ̜вߎѲᖄ̜вĂЮД̜
ϓѲᖄĂΝᇕ֯ĂΧАвଁహᙜ۠
֣וᙜĂ႔˝Ѳᖄă

ͼٚੂ
12

٘ͼ̘Νүࣆ̂ࣆ̃Ă˴
̘Νࠍүࣆ̃ࣆ̂Ăϕ̘Ν
ՏࣆοшĂࣆҿেĂహᇸүࣆ
ವΝͼૺĂಘహвێ࡙Ă֬హв
ඛүࣆ̃खϕᅇࠍຼă
13 ! য়ܟĂԦࣆЮҊ̍ೊҕ́ཊĂው࿂
˝హ˗̶֯Ă֬ͶүЕჲԦࣆᅄٹԦࣆ
ཊ٘༉૿Ă˪ඛԦࣆˬహְ˟Ą
14 Ԧࣆ੍ΝВ࿀ࡥүĂᄂహҕΝᇕ̜
֯ϓඔᏏĂࡵహᇸҕĂү੍̘ЧԦࣆ
൳ޣĂԦࣆໜඖĂͼ՞Ѣ˗࣍౹ˬਫ਼
௱˟ᆂă
15 යͼґД !য়ܟĂЮүߎ̲ཌĂ
Ԧࣆహ౹ˬ˟ញ૿ਫ਼௱Ăϑс̪͞Ќ
Ą࠺ࣸĂԦࣆгүࢫ݇ѢཊೊĂЮѨ
˟гүࢫ݇৬ϱ૿Ҝă
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daughters in marriage to their sons, and do not take
their daughters in marriage for your sons. Do not
ever seek their peace or welfare, so that you may be
strong and may eat the good of the land and may
leave it as an inheritance for your sons forever.’
9:13 “Everything that has happened to us has
come about because of our wicked actions and our
great guilt. Even so, our God, you have exercised
restraint toward our iniquities and have given us a
remnant such as this. 9:14 Shall we once again break
your commandments and intermarry with these
abominable peoples? Would you not be so angered
by us as to wipe us out, with no survivor or remnant? 9:15 O LORD God of Israel, you are righteous,
for we are left as a remnant this day. Indeed, we
stand before you in our guilt. However, because of
this guilt no one can really stand before you.”

˨ౡ!
ѹؕᄭཊ!

The People Confess Their Sins

1

10:1 While Ezra was praying and confessing,
weeping and throwing himself to the ground before
the temple of God, a very large crowd of Israelites—men, women, and children alike—gathered
around him. The people wept loudly. 10:2 Then Shecaniah son of Jehiel, from the descendants of Elam,
addressed Ezra:
“We have been unfaithful to our God by marrying foreign women from the local peoples. Nonetheless, there is still hope for Israel in this regard. 10:3
Therefore let us enact a covenant with our God to
send away all these women and their offspring, in
keeping with the counsel of my lord and of those
who have regard for the commandments of our God.
And let it be done according to the law. 10:4 Get up,
for this matter concerns you. We are with you, so be
strong and act decisively.”
10:5 So Ezra got up and made the leading priests
and Levites and all Israel take an oath to carry out
this plan. And they all took a solemn oath. 10:6 Then
Ezra got up from before the temple of God and went
to the room of Jehohanan son of Eliashib. While he
stayed there, he did not eat food, nor did he drink
water, for he was in mourning over the infidelity of
the exiles.
10:7 A proclamation was circulated throughout
Judah and Jerusalem that all the exiles were to be
assembled in Jerusalem. 10:8 Everyone who did not
come within three days would thereby forfeit all his
property, in keeping with the counsel of the officials
and the elders. Furthermore, he himself would be
excluded from the assembly of the exiles.
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3
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6

7
8

ͼٚᘣӗĂᄭཊĂࣴڤĂࢻЃг! য়໑
݇ॠ࣎ĂѢͼґД̙ն̂ބඅĂჷฯ
ͼו֣ٚ྅Ăї˝຺́Ąாϓ̘൬
ࣴă
ᛲͼ᚛̃खẴϮιĂ၅ͼ
ٚᄱĂԦࣆгѨв˝β֢̂̃ࠍ،Ă
̑ϙ˝Ԧࣆ !য়Ă҂ͼґД˟ᔗѢ
ă
நг༉ᄂԦࣆ !য়ϱࡖĂЂహ˗̶
، Ă ᗒ ඖ  ࣆ ٘ ϟ  Ă ල Ԧ   ֣ Ю!
য়ጻဎ̜˟٘ᛈ؟Ăڰޟ҂ҕă
ү  ּ Ăహ ߎ ү ༉ Ᏸ  ֯ Ă Ԧ ࣆ τ ᑑ Ӄ
үĂү༉ጫ҂ҕă

ͼٚܭּĂָைΥܛĂҿώ˟Ă֬
ͼґДா˟ᄯĂᄱĂτహྕΜҕĄ
ࣆವ˝ᄯă
ͼٚଁ! য়໑ּ݇Ăชˡͼҿֱ၀
ݢࡖ̃ᙰގ྅Ă֣˝ו྅̘ಘูĂ˴
̘಄ͩĄЮࠍఛፂᕨЯ̜˟٘ϙཊĂ͔
྅ೋ๊ă
ࣆӗൗ́ྭᇨҼఛፂᕨЯ˟Ă
ΧࣆгྭᇨҼჷฯĄ
˱̘ᏱࢴᅲܛҀ٘ᛈּ̘̯̜͞˫؟
ĂವτԧचĂָᗒพఛፂᕨЯ̜
˟຺ă

ͼٚੂ
9

ߎٹൗ́ܭอᇔா˟Ă˫̜̯͞ోჷฯ
гྭᇨҼĄ֣͞ϑߎ˜͠˞˨͞Ăா˟
ోӰг! য়໑݇ᆴᔭఌĄЮహ֯Ă˪Ю
ˬ́ܤĂವోጻဎă

10

ைΥͼٚ৬ּĂ၅ࣆᄱĂүࣆѢཊ
˝ĄЮүࣆ˝β֢ࠍ̃̂،Ăᆦͼ
ґД˟ཊೊă
11 நг༉ЧයүࣆД !য়ᄭཊĂᏱ
ҕѝຌĂᗒඖహְϓĂβ֢
̂̃ă
12

຺ ா ో ́ ᓎ Я ඌ ᄱ ĂԦ ࣆ τ  ල ү ྕ 
ҕĄ
13 ΩߎѹؕாйĂ˪́ܤॠĂԦࣆ̘
ਔ৬гβᐜĂహ˴̘ߎ˗͆Ᏸԅ֯Ă
ЮԦࣆгహ֯ˮϙ˝́ཊă
14 ̘сࠍА຺ாࠀࢴᅲᏰĄ˱Ԧࣆ̙֟ݰ
β֢̂̃ࠍ،Ă༉٘͞؟ആĂС
ලύܛݰҀ˿य҂ּĂ۠וᏰԅహ
֯Ą! য়দޣವᖻᗒԦࣆ˝ă
15

ଗѢֱᇨแࡖ̃ॊಎĂϝ̃อ
ݢᔀĂܠጾĥٔҮᓀᏰĦహ֯Ă֬Ѣѻ२
ᜊĂҿώ˟Ց͈ͦᑑӃࣆă
16 ఛፂᕨЯ˟сѨ҂ҕăைΥͼְٚ
ୈܛĂල؞ୈĂోШࠀĂг˨͠
˗͞Ă˗СгलߣᏰహ֯ă
17  וϑ ͠  ˗ ͞ Ă ញ ߣ   β ֢ ̂ ̃ ˟ 
ᇳă
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10:9 All the men of Judah and Benjamin were
gathered in Jerusalem within the three days. (It was
in the ninth month, on the twentieth day of that
month.) All the people sat in the square at the temple of God, trembling because of this matter and because of the rains.
10:10 Then Ezra the priest stood up and said to
them, “You have behaved in an unfaithful manner
by taking foreign wives! This has contributed to the
guilt of Israel. 10:11 Now give praise to the LORD
God of your fathers, and do his will. Separate yourselves from the local residents and from these foreign wives.”
10:12 All the assembly replied in a loud voice:
“We will do just as you have said! 10:13 However,
the people are numerous and it is the rainy season.
We are unable to stand here outside. Furthermore,
this business cannot be resolved in a day or two, for
we have sinned greatly in this matter. 10:14 Let our
leaders take steps on behalf of all the assembly. Let
all those in our towns who have married foreign
women come at an appointed time, and with them the
elders of each town and its judges, until the hot anger
of our God is turned away from us in this matter.”
10:15 Only Jonathan son of Asahel and Jahzeiah
son of Tikvah were against this, assisted by Meshullam and Shabbethai the Levite. 10:16 So the exiles
proceeded accordingly. Ezra the priest separated out
by name men who were leaders in their family
groups. They sat down to consider this matter on the
first day of the tenth month, 10:17 and on the first
day of the first month they finished considering all
the men who had married foreign wives.

β֢̂̃ࠍ،!˟

Those Who Had Taken Foreign Wives

18

10:18 It was determined that from the descendants of the priests, the following had taken foreign
wives: from the descendants of Jeshua son of Jozadak, and his brothers: Maaseiah, Eliezer, Jarib,
and Gedaliah. 10:19 (They gave their word to send
away their wives; their guilt offering was a ram
from the flock for their guilt.)
10:20 From the descendants of Immer: Hanani
and Zebadiah.
10:21 From the descendants of Harim: Maaseiah,
Elijah, Shemaiah, Jehiel, and Uzziah.
10:22 From the descendants of Pashhur: Elioenai,
Maaseiah, Ishmael, Nethanel, Jozabad, and Elasah.

гைΥ̙ߣΌβ֢̂̃ࠍ،Ăವߎ
२ֱ̃खࡖᖟ྾̃ĂԘ·Ⴒҗ
อĂͼҿͼᔀĂอϱĂૃ́ҿĂ
19 ࣆܭᑔదτЂࣆ،ĄࣆЮѢཊĂ
ವᚤཎ̙̲˗ძѾཊă
20

ࢯ౩̃ख̙ĂѢݢॊιĂҗ͏อă

21

ݢ൝̃ख̙ĂѢႲҗอĂͼҿอĂϮႲ
อĂĂধҗอă
͏ ߈ ͖   ̃ ख ̙ ĂѢ ͼ ҿ ࡖ ˛ Ă Ⴒ җ
อĂͼ၀ႲҿĂॊຼĂࡖᇨ٤Ăͼҿֱ
ᇨă
ҿώ˟̙ĂѢࡖᇨ٤ĂϮՎĂૃٚอĂૃ
ٚอವߎૃҿĄᔗѢ߲ԒอĂൗ́Ă
ͼҿͼᔀă
ႆબ̙˟ĂѢͼҿֱ၀ăц̙˟ܜĂ
ѢՑᐶĂ೨ᓐĂধҿă
ͼ ґ Д ˟ ͏ ᐁ  ̃ ख ̙ ĂѢ ٚ ѻ Ă  җ
อ Ă Ⴒ ૃ อ Ăѻ อ ϓ Ăͼ ҿ ֱ ᇨ Ă Ⴒ ૃ
อĂͦॊอă

22

23

24
25

10:23 From the Levites: Jozabad, Shimei, Kelaiah (also known as Kelita), Pethahiah, Judah, and
Eliezer.
10:24 From the singers: Eliashib. From the gatekeepers: Shallum, Telem, and Uri.
10:25 From the Israelites: from the descendants
of Parosh: Ramiah, Izziah, Malkijah, Mijamin,
Eleazar, Malkijah, and Benaiah.
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ͼ᚛̃ख̙ĂѢႲιĂᇨҿֱĂ
Ă٩عĂҿϏĂͼҿอă
ᖟ˾̃ख̙ĂѢͼҿࡖ˛Ăͼҿֱ၀Ă
ႲιĂҿϏĂᇨ٤Ăֱҗᇨă
ͦ̃ख̙ĂѢࡖݢᙰĂݢॊιอĂᖟ
Ăֱઘă
͏ι̃ख̙ĂѢѻ२ᜊĂႲ౨Ắֱ
อĂอĂϮ٩ĂҿϏă
͏ݢᇜ٩̃ख̙ĂѢعܟॊĂૃٚĂͦ
ॊอĂႲҗอĂႲιĂͦᇨДĂᄻ̯Ă
Ⴒॊҗă
ݢ൝̃ख̙ĂѢͼҿͼᔀĂϾϮอĂႲ
ૃอĂϮႲอĂҗቝĂ
ܭอᇔĂႲ౨ĂϮႲҿอă

10:26 From the descendants of Elam: Mattaniah,
Zechariah, Jehiel, Abdi, Jeremoth, and Elijah.
10:27 From the descendants of Zattu: Elioenai,
Eliashib, Mattaniah, Jeremoth, Zabad, and Aziza.
10:28 From the descendants of Bebai: Jehohanan,
Hananiah, Zabbai, and Athlai.
10:29 From the descendants of Bani: Meshullam,
Malluch, Adaiah, Jashub, Sheal, and Jeremoth.
10:30 From the descendants of Pahath-Moab:
Adna, Kelal, Benaiah, Maaseiah, Mattaniah,
Bezalel, Binnui, and Manasseh.
10:31 From the descendants of Harim: Eliezer,
Ishijah, Malkijah, Shemaiah, Shimeon, 10:32 Benjamin, Malluch, and Shemariah.

33

̃ีݢख̙ĂѢႲ˛ĂႲ྾Ăᇨ
٤ĂͼҿڰДĂҿෳĂႲॊҗĂϮՎă

34

͏ι̃ख̙ĂѢႲࠢĂາᜊĂধেĂ

35

ͦॊอĂͦعอĂૃ༮Ă

36

ϝιอĂѻҿϏĂͼҿֱ၀Ă

10:33 From the descendants of Hashum: Mattenai,
Mattattah, Zabad, Eliphelet, Jeremai, Manasseh, and
Shimei.
10:34 From the descendants of Bani: Maadai,
Amram, Uel, 10:35 Benaiah, Bedeiah, Keluhi, 10:36
Vaniah, Meremoth, Eliashib, 10:37 Mattaniah, Mattenai, and Jaasu.

37

ႲιĂႲ˛ĂอଫĂ

38

͏ιĂᄻ̯ĂϮՎĂ

39

ϮҿѻอĂॊಎẮֱอĂ

40

ႲॊعĂՑᔇĂՑᏤĂ

41

ֱᖟҿĂϮҿѻอĂϮႲҿอĂ

42

ՑᐶĂֱႲҿอĂࡖ༂ă

26
27
28
29
30

31
32

43

ι  ̃  ڮख ̙ Ă Ѣ  ҿ ĂႲ  ೨ อ Ă ᇨ
٤ĂҗͦॊĂอࠢĂࡖĂͦॊอă
44 హְ˟ో˝β֢̂̃ࠍ،Ă˴̙Ѣϟ
˝̂ă

10:38 From the descendants of Binnui: Shimei,
10:39 Shelemiah, Nathan, Adaiah, 10:40 Machnadebai, Shashai, Sharai, 10:41 Azarel, Shelemiah, Shemariah, 10:42 Shallum, Amariah, and Joseph.

10:43 From the descendants of Nebo: Jeiel, Mattithiah, Zabad, Zebina, Jaddai, Joel, and Benaiah.
10:44 All these had taken foreign wives, and
some of them also had children by these women.

